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50. INTRODUCTION 
LET G be a compact, connected, simply connected simple Lie group. Then G is one of the 
following types: A, = SU(Z + l), B, = Spin(21+ l), C, = Sp(l), D, = Spin(21), G, , Fd, E, , 
E, and Es. The first four types are called classical and the last five are called exceptional. 
The classical group has no p-torsion for an odd prime, i.e. 
H*(G; 2,) E A(x,,, . . . , x,,) for each prime p2 3. 
As for the exceptional group we have the results due to Bore1 [5] 
H*(Gz; zp) z W, > XI J for p 2 3 
H*(F,;Z,)~A(x,,x,,,x,,,x,,) for p2 5 
H*@6; &> = A(x3 > x9 > x11~ x15 > x17 3 x23) for p 2 5 
H*(E,; 2,) = &, , XII, ~15, x19, x23, x27, ~3s) for p 2 5 
H*(E, ; 2,) g Nx, 3 XI 5 3 x23, x27 > x35, x39, x47, x59) for p 2 7. 
In the above Cini is the dimension of G and 1 is the rank of G. 
One of the main results in this paper is 
THEOREM 1 .I. Suppose G has no p-torsion. Then @x, = x, holds (up to non-zero coefi- 
cient) in H*(G; 2,) if and onZy if t - s = 2(p - 1) and T$Omodp. 
Let B,,(p) be the S’“+‘-bundle over S2”+2p-1 such that 
H*P,(P); Zp> = Nxzn+ 1, @x2”+ 1). 
The Lie group G is called quasi p-regular if and only if there exists a map from a product of 
sphere-bundles over spheres of type B,,(p) and spheres into G such that it induces isomor- 
phisms of cohomology with Z,-coefficients. 
We will prove 
THEOREM 4.2. G is quasi p-regular if and only if 
p>n for G = Sp(n) 
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P>; for G = W(n) 
n-l 
P=-F for G = Spin(n) 
p>5 forG=G1,Fq,E6 
p2 11 for G = E, , E, . 
Suppose G is quasi p-regular and suppose 
H*(G; 2,) z A@,, B’x,, . . . , xf, @xk, xk+,, . . . , x&, 
where dim xi = 2ni + 1 and I = rank of G. Put 
K,(G) = B,,,(p) x ... x B,,(p) x SZnr+‘+l x ... x S2n1-k+*. 
Then we get as a corollary of Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.5. There exists a map A:K,(G) + G such that A induces C,-isomorphisms 
A, : ni(K,(G)) + Xi(G) for all i. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we will determine the @-operation in 
the torsion free case and we will prove Theorem 1.1. In Section 2 we will construct he sphere 
bundle B,(p). The first few homotopy groups of B,,(p) are calculated in Section 3. Section 4 is 
devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Throughout this paper 7ci(X:p) stands for the p-primary component of ni(X). 
51. THE COHOMOLOGY OPERATION 
Let G be a compact, connected, simple Lie group. Let p be a prime. In this section we 
will prove the following 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that G has no p-torsion. Then B’x, = x, holds (up to non-zero 
coeficient) in H*(G; Z,) if and on& if t - s = 2(p - 1) and f$ f Omodp. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof. 
As is well known, Theorem 1.1 is true for the classical groups (see [6]). 
So we will show that Theorem 1.1 is true for the exceptional groups G2, F4, Es, E7 and 
E 8’ 
According to Bore1 [5], we have 
(l-1) H*(G2; Z,) = Nx, , XI I) for each prime p 2 3, 
(l-2) HZ@,; Z,) g A(% 3 x11, x15 3 x23) for each prime p zzz 5, 
(1.3) H*(&; Zp) = A(+, ~9, ~11, ~15, x17, x23) for each prime p 2 5, 
(1.4) fWE7; z,> = Nx,, XII, x15, X19, X23, x27, X35) for each prime p 2 5, 
(1.5) H*(E,; zp) = A(+, X15, X23 3 x27 9 X35, X39, X47, X59> for each prime p 2 7. 
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In [ 111 Kumpel has determined extensively the 8’ operation in (1.1) - (1.5) by making 
use of the Clark theorem. His results are as follows: 
11.6) 
11.7) 
11.8) 
11.9) 
11.10) 
%‘XJ = x11, in H*(G,;Z,) 
97lX3 =X15~97~X,l =X23, 
91:X3 = X23 
in H*(F,;Z,) 
&'x9 = X17, g,‘X,, = X23, 
@X3 = X15, &1X,, = X23, 
8l 1 IX3 = x23 
in H*(E,;Z,) 
%k5 = x23, &‘X19 = x27, @5l X27 = X35, 
87lX23 = X35, 
Bll’X 1.5 = X35 3 
gl31X3 = x27 3 ~131xll = x35, 
917lX3 = X35 
in H*(E,; Z,) 
%‘X27 = X39 > %‘X,, = X47,eX47 = X59, 
~ll’Xl5 = X35, %l’X,, = X47,9111X39 = X59, 
pl31xl5 = x39 3 %31X23 = x47, %d X35 = X59, 
917lXl5 = X47 > pl71X27 = X59, 
8l91X3 = x39 3 919lX23 = x59 > 
p231x3 = x47 3 q231x,5 = x59, 
g291x3 = x59 
in H*(Es; Z,). 
In [4] Bore1 proved the following relation as well as (1.6): 
11.11) s51x3 = Xl1 in H*(F,; 2,). 
Thus, to show that Theorem 1.1 is true for exceptional groups, we must show the 
following relations : 
11.12) ggix3 = xii in H*(E,; Z,) 
11.12)’ 8s1x3 = x11 in H*(E,; Z,) 
11.13) 8,lx, = x15 in H*(E7; Z,) 
1.13)’ LP7rx3 = x15 in H*(E,; Z,) 
1.14) 81 llx3 = x23 in H*(E,;Z,,) 
1.14)’ ~lI’x3 =x23 in H*(E8;Zll) 
1.15) 913lX3 = x27 in H*(E8;Z13) 
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(1.16) %,‘% = x35 in H*(E,; Z,,) 
(1.17) B,ix,, = 0 in H*(E,; Z,) 
(1.18) B/x,, = 0 in H*(E,; Z,) 
(1.18)’ g,1q5 = 0 in H*(E,; Z,) 
(1.19) B,‘xll = x23 in H*(E,; Z,) 
(1.20) 9+23 = x35 in H*(E,; Z,). 
Let X and Y be compact, l-connected simple Lie groups. Let f:X -+ Y be a map such 
that f*:H3( Y; Z,) g H3(X; Z,,). Let x3 and y3 be the generators of H3(X; Z,,) and 
H3( Y; Z,) respectively and xap+ 1 and y2p+l be primitive elements of H*(X; Z,) and 
H*( Y, Zp> respectively. 
LEMMA 1.2.1fB1x3 = x2p+l in H*(x;z,), then g'ly, = yZgfl in H"(Y;Z,). 
Proof. By the naturality of @ we have 
f *pry, = @f *y, = @x3 = xzp+ 1 # 0. 
Therefore by suitably choosing yza+i in H2”+l( Y; Z,,) one can obtain @y, = y2,,+i. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.3. If B’x, = xzp+l then B’x,,,, = 0. 
In fact by the Adem’s relation we have 
@x Zpfl = B’B’X, = 282x, = 0. 
LetfiF, + Es, g:E6 --f E, and h :E, + E8 be the inclusions defined by Araki in [2]. Then 
it follows from Propositions 8”, 9 and 10 of [2] 
PROPOSITION 1.4. (1) f*: H3(E6; Z,) z H3(F,; Z,) for any prime p 
(2) g*: H3(E,; Z,) g H3(E,; Z,) for any prime p 
(3) h*: H3(E,; Z,) rH 3(E,; Z,) for any odd prime p. 
By virtue of this proposition and Lemma 1.2, 
(1.11) implies (1.12) implies (1.12)‘, 
(1.8) implies (1.13) implies (1.13)‘, 
(1.8) implies (1.14) implies (1.14)‘, 
(1.9) implies (1.15), 
(1.9) implies (1.16). 
By virtue of Lemma 1.3, 
(1.12)’ implies (1.17), 
(1.13) implies (1.18), 
(1.13)’ implies (1.18)‘. 
So we are left to prove (1.19) and (1.20). First we will prove (1.19). For this we will shorn 
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LEMMA 1.5. g*:H"(E,;Z) g H1l(E,; Z). 
Proof. According to Proposition 3.8 of 131, we have 
H*(R(E,/E,); Z) z A(u,, ul,) @ Z[U,~, uz6] in degrees I 26. 
By the spectral sequence argument one can easily see that 
(1.21) H’(E,/E,: Z) = 
Z i = O,lO, 18 
0 
otherwise for i < 18. 
Consider the spectral sequence {E,.} associated with the 
have 
flbering Esf+ E, + ET/&. We 
and 
where 
EzPs q z HP&/Es; Z) @ Hq(E6; 
Ear,” g Dl,S/Dr+l,S-1, 
Z) 
H’+“(E,; Z) = D%r+S X Dr,r+s-r X . . xD . r+s,O 
Then the induced homomorphism g* is interpreted as the composition 
H”(E,; Z) = Do’ l1 + Do. “/D’s lo = Emo. l1 c E,O* l1 = H”(E,; Z). 
Therefore to prove the lemma it is sufficient to show that all LI,.:E,.~*~~ + E,‘,12- are 
trivial. In fact, E,‘,12-’ = 0 since it is a subquotient of E,‘, 12-’ E Hr(E7/E6; Z) @ H12-r 
(E6; Z), which is trivial by (1.21). Q.E.D. 
By virtue of this g*, (1.8) implies (1.19), since a similar argument to Lemma 1.2 works 
also in this case. 
Next we prove (1.20). The classifying space BE, of E, has the cohomology : 
H*(W,; z,) = z,b, > Yl6 7 Y24 3 Y28 9 Y36 2 Y40 3 Y48 3 Y6d 
By suitably choosing the generators, if necessary, we may take 
@Y4 = Yl6 3 p2Y2, = Y40, @Y36 = Y48 and @Y4, = Y60 
by (1.13)’ and (1.10). 
For dimensional reasons we may set 
@?124 = aY36 + /h62Y4 + fy,', 
where tl, j? E Z, and f E H*(BE8 ; Z,). 
Let Z be the ideal generated by y, and y,, . Then the operation 9’ is closed in Z, since 
we have 
@Y 16 =B’B’y, = 2&y, = 2y,7. 
Furthermore giy4 E Z and 9’y,, E Z if i # 7, since (S1)i = i!@ and 8’ operates deriva- 
tively. 
Now suppose CI = 0. Then by the Adem relation g12 = (pi1 - @‘@)#, we get 
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It is easily seen that 
Besides we have 
@‘y,,2y,sI, P11y,2s I and P10@y,2 E I. 
@081y162y, = 8’“yl,3 mod I. 
Here we have by the Cartan formula 
@Oy,,3 = 2 B’y,, @y,, BkY16. 
i+j+k=lO 
In the above, at least one of i, j or k, say i, is smaller than 7. So B’y,, E I. Consequently w( 
get yzb7 E I. This is a contradiction. Thus we have 
@y2, = my36 + jyl6’y4 +fY4’ with a # 0. 
By changing the coefficient of yz4 suitably we get 
@Y24 = Y36 + so 
where S is a decomposable lement. This gives (1.20). Q.E.D 
52. THE CONSTRUCTION AND THE PROPERTIES OF B.(p) 
Let V2n+ 3,2 be the real Stiefel manifold of orthonormal 2-frames in the Euclidean spao 
R2”‘3. Then it is an S ‘“+‘-bundle over S ‘“+‘. 
Let a,(m) be the generator of thep-primary component of 7cn,+,~,_,~_,(Sm). We denot 
by B,,(p) the bundle induced by + a,(2n + 2) from VZnf3, 2. 
bsZn+l 7 B,(p) -bn+3 ZtS 
2n+1 
I I ’ 
(2.1) I i %71(2n+Z) I 
SZn+l+Z(p-l) ) CJ 2n+2 
Then B,(p) is an S Z”+l_bundle Over S2n+1+2(P--1) with the characteristic elemen 
a,(2n + l), since the characteristic lass of V2n+3, 2 is 2~~“+~. 
We have the exact sequence: 
a 
(2.2) ~ ~i(Szn+ ‘) -II rc,(4(&l 7#Z”+1+2(P-1)) + ni_l(S2”+‘) 
As is well known, we have the formula: 
(2.3) a(Sx) = fx,(2n + 1) 0 x for any x of 7ri_l(S2”+2(p-1)). 
According to [lo] B,(p) has a cell structure: 
(2.4) JJ(~) z SZn+l ” e2n+1+2(~-1) ” e4n+2+2(~-1), 
where e2n’1’2(P-1) is attached to S ‘“” by the element a,(2n + 1). And we have 
(2.5) H*@“(P); 2,) = NXzn+19 XZn+l+Z(p-197 
where @x2+l = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Let 2 E n 2,+,(S0(2n + 3), SO(2n + 2)) be the generator. Consider the image of I under 
the boundary homomorphism 
al: 71 zn+2ww + 3), SO(2n + 2)) + nzn+ 1 (SO(2n + 2)). 
The characteristic lass a of the disk bundle associated with B,(p) is, by definition, 
a’r 0 3 cr,(2n + 1). It is known that J(a’r) = [z~“+~, zzn+J. It follows that 
(2.6) J(cc) = J[a’z 0 3a,(2n + l)] 
= Cl 2nt2 3 l2nt2 1 o 3@,(4n + 3), 
(cf. Chapter XI of [17]). 
Let j be the projection B,(p) + SZntZp-‘. Th en the Thorn complex T@,(p)) of the 
disk bundle associated with B,,(p) is the mapping cone of j, namely, 
(2.7) T@,(p)) N S2”+2p-1 u C&(p). 
j 
So we have the cofibration sequence including j, 
j 
(2.8) B,(p) -_) S2”+2p-1 -+ W”(P)) -+ SB”(P) --) . *. - 
On the other hand by Section 10 of [l], there is a homotopy equivalence 
(2.9) z-@,(p)) N S2n+2 u e4”f2p+l, 
J(a) 
where J(a) = [r 2nt2 3 12n+21 0 fa,(4n + 3) by (2.6). 
It is easily seen that the homotopy class of the map S2nt2p-1 + T@,(p)) in (2.8) is 
a,(2n + 2), the suspension of the characteristic element of B,(p). It follows from (2.8) that 
S&(p) z T(B,(p)) U e2n+2p-2. 
al(Znt2) 
Taking account of (2.9) we get 
PROPOSITION 2.1. S&(p) 1: S2”+’ 1_’ C(SZ”+2p-2vS4”+2p), where y =a,(2n +2)v 
([I 2n+2 3 12n+21 o !&(4n + 3)). 
This proposition is known. See, for example, [9]. 
$3. SOME HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF B.(p) 
Let q be a prime number with (p, q) = 1. Then it follows from Lemma 2.3 of [12] 
(3.1) 7Q(B,(p): 4) E ?li(S’“+ ’ X S2”+ i + ‘(‘- ‘): 4) for all i, 
since the order of the characteristic lass of B.(p) is p. 
Now we are going to calculate some p-primary components of ni(Bn(p)) by making use 
of the homotopy exact sequence (2.2): 
i* 
--+ “2n+ 1 tt(S 
2ntl 
> --+ %n+1 t&(P)) : 7C2n+l+*(S2n+lt2(P-11)) -“, . . . . 
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Consider the 2k-fold iterated suspension 
S2k: 7r2n+r+@2”+1: P) + “2(n+k)+l+,(S2’n+k’+1: p). 
According to Serre [15], S2k is an isomorphism if t < 2(n + l)(p - 1) - 2. In other words 
the group 7czn+ 1 + t(S2n+1 :p) is stable if t c 2(n + l)(p - 1) - 2. We denote by (n,:p) the 
p-primary components of the t-stem of the stable homotopy groups of the spheres. 
We quote from [16] 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 
(r~~~~~...~~-~:p) s Z, for i = 1, 2, . . . , p - 1, 
bk:P) = 0 otherwise for k < 2p(p - 1) - 2. 
Let a, be a generator of (~~~-~:p) then the secondary composition tli+, = (c(r, pl, ai} 
gives a generator of (712(i+r)(p_1)-r :p), i + 1 < p, inductively. 
Suppose t c 2(n -t l)(p - 1) - 2. Then the groups ~~,+t+~(S~“+r :p) and 
~zn+,+t(S 2”+1+2(p-1):p) are in stable range. Then we get the exact sequence 
a i* 
(3.3) -t(1[1:p)~~2n+,+I(~~(p):P)~(~l-2(p-,,:p)~..~. 
It follows from (2.3) 
(3.4) a(x) = c(~ 0 x’ for any x of(r~,_~(~_~): p). 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) ax, --, (7c2(,,- 1j-, :p) is epimorphic. 
(ii) ~:(n,_2~p-~~:p)-‘(~r-~:p)istrioiulfor2(p-l)~tc2p(p-1)-1. 
Proof. (i) is obvious. (ii) (rcf_, :p) is non-trivial only if t E 0 mod 2(p - 1). In this case 
t - 2(p - 1) =_ 0 mod 2(p - 1) and then we have (x _ f 2Cp_lj:p) = 0 by Proposition 3.1. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus we get 
i* 
0 ---) (n,: P) + n2n+l+dBn(P): P) z (71t-2(p- 1): P) -+ 0 
for 2(p - 1) < t < Min(2(n + l)(p - 1) - 2, 2p(p - 1) - 2). 
We will show 
THEOREM 3.2. Let t < 2(n + l)(p - 1) - 2. Then we have 
z 2 t = 2i(p - 1) - 1,2 2 i I p - 1, 
‘2n+i+t(Bn(p)’ ‘) z (0’ otherwisefor t < 2p(p - 1) - 2. 
Proof. It is easily seen that x2.+1 +r(Bn(p):p) vanishes unless t = 2i(p - 1) - 1 with 
21i<p-1. 
Lett=2i(p-l)-lwith2<iIp-l.Thenweget 
i* 
0-+Zp--+~2”+l+r @,(p): P) i: z, + 0, 
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where the first Z, is generated by c(~ and the last Z, is generated by cli_ I by Proposition 3.1. 
We must show that n 2n+l +,(&(P) :P) is a cyclic group. 
According to Theorem 2.1 of [IO], there exists an element (%i_ 1) of n,,+ 1 +,(B,(p):p) 
such thatj*(ai_r) = Cli-l andp(ai_1) 3 i*{~rr, Eli-1, PI> mod i*rr7~2(i_r)o,-r)+ i*Xzitp-r)-r 
0 pt. On the other hand, by [16] we get {a,, cc,_,,p~} E ai mod n2i(p_,)_1 opl. Thus we get 
p(Cli-l) = i*ai + i,x with x E~Tc~~~P_~~_~. Hence (ai_l) is of order p2. 
Q.E.D. 
54. THE QUASI p-REGULARITY 
Let X and Y be simply connected CW-complexes. Let p be a prime. Then Y is called 
p-equivalent to X if and only if there exists a mapf: X + Y such that 
f* :I$*( Y; z,> g H*(X; Z,). 
The mapfis called a p-equivalence and we denote it by 
X? Y. 
P 
Let G be a compact connected, simply connected simple Lie group. 
Let B,(p) be the S2”+‘-bundle over S2”f1+2(p-1) constructed in Section 2. Then G is 
called quasi p-regular if and only if G is p-equivalent to the products of spheres and sphere 
bundles over sphere of type B,(p), namely, 
n Smi x n B,,(p) N G. 
j P 
The object of this section is to study the quasi p-regularity of G. 
Let u2 be a generator of n4p_2(S3 :p) z Z,(p = 2), 2Zp(p > 2). Since 7r4,,_ 1(S2p+’ :p) 
g Z,(p = 2), = O(p > 2), it follows from the exactness of (2.2) 
(4.1) i* CL2 # 0 for i*: TC4,_2(S3) -+ TT4p_2(Bj(P)). 
Remark. cz2 is detected by the secondary composition CD associated with a relation 
Y’AY’ = Y”A + AY’. 
We will show that 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If G is quasi p-regular, then the following statements hold: 
(i) G has no p-torsion. 
(ii) B2x = 0 for any indecomposable element x of H*(G; Z,). 
(iii) n,,_,(G:p) # 0. 
Proof. (i) is obvious, since B,,,(p) and S”’ have no p-torsions. (ii) follows from the fact 
that 8’ = 0 on H*(B,,(p);Z,) and H*(S”‘;Z,). (iii) follows from (4.1). Q.E.D. 
The main object of this section is to prove 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a compact connected, simply connected simple Lie group. Then G 
is quasi p-regular if and only if 
P>n for G = Sp(n), 
for G = W(n), 
n-l 
P’2 for G = Spin(n), 
pr5 forG=G,,F,,E,, 
p2 11 for G = E, , E, . 
Proof. (The necessity.) (I) The classical case. Let p I n for G = Sp(n), p 5 n/2 for 
G = SU(n) and p I (n - 1)/2 for G = Spin(n). The homotopy group n+_ 2(G) vanishes ince 
it is in the stable range and 4p - 2 = 2 or 6 (mod 8). It follows from Proposition 4.1 that G is 
not quasi p-regular, and the necessity is proved for the classical case. 
(II) The exceptional case. 
(i) G = Gz, F4, Es. According to Bore1 [5], G has 2-torsion and F4 and E6 have 
3-torsion. Further rcle(GJ = 0 by [13]. Thus G is not quasi p-regular if p < 5 by 
Proposition 4.1. 
(ii) G = E7, Es. G has p-torsions for p = 2, 3 and for p = 5, G = Es ([5]). Further 
by Theorem 1.1 B*x,, # 0 in H*(E, ; Z,), P*x,~ # 0 in H*(E, ; Z,) and P*x,~ # 0 in 
H*(E, ; Z,). Thus G is not quasi p-regular by Proposition 2.3 if p < 11. 
(The sufficiency.) (I) The classical case. The sufficiency for the classical case is due to 
Oka [14]. Consider the bundle 
Sp(k) + Sp(k + 1) : S4k+3. 
It follows from the exactness of this bundle that ~~+~(Sp(k + 1)) is finite and has no 
p-torsion if k -C n < ‘G , ’ smce n4,,+2(S4k+‘) is finite and has no p-torsion in that case. 
By the exact sequence 
+ Ir4k+3@dk + l))y n4k+3(S4k+3) + n4k+3(SP(k)) 
we get that if k < ‘G there exists a map 
fk: S4k+3 + Sp(k + 1) 
such that the mapping degree of the composition rc off: S4k+3 + S4k+3 is prime to p. The 
multiplication in Sp(k + 1) and the mappings f, , . . . , fk then define a map 
F: S3 x .*a x S4k+3 --t Sp(k + 1). 
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It is easily verified that F induces isomorphisms of the cohomology groups over 2, and thus 
F:S3 x --- x S4k+3 N Sp(k + 1) 
P 
ifk<‘q. 
By abuse of notation we denote by 
fi: pi+3 +Sp(i+l)cSp(i+~),i<~ 
the composition off, with the natural inclusion. The map fi can be extendable to the 
(4i + 2p + I)-skeleton of B,i+l(p), since 
Let fi be the extension 
J: K4,+2p+1 = s4’+3 u p+*p+1 
011 
+Sp(i+T). 
Let yi be the order of Zsi+zp+3 (Sp(i+q)). Then we have (ri, p) = 1, since 
n13i+2p+3(sP(i +‘+) :P> = 0 
by [8]. Let j?* be the attaching element of e8i+2p+4 in B,i+rCp> and put 
B;i+ 1 ( PI = K4i+2p+ 1 ue * 
8i+Zp+4 
rtbr 
Then it is seen that 
(4.2) %i+ lb> N B2i+ l(P)* 
P 
The map fi is then easily checked to be extendable to B’ 2i+ l(p) (denote by gi the extension) 
and to induce the epimorphisms 
Thus the mappings gl, . . . , g1 andf,, I , . . . , fp-3 and the multiplication in Sp 
2 
define a p-equivalence 
B,‘(p) x . . . X B;i+ i(p) X S4’+’ X e.. X SzpV3 -Sp(i+$) 
and hence we get 
Bl(P)X *-* x B2,+,(p) x S4*+’ x . . . x S2p-3 N 
P 
Sp(i+q)for i-c&$. 
So Sp(n) is quasi p-regular if n < p. 
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Similarly one can prove that 
S3X...XSZk+1=SU(k+1) ifk<p 
P 
andB,(p)x...xB,(p)~S~‘+~~...~S~~-’zSU(i+p)ifi<p. 
P 
Hence SU(n) is quasi p-regular if p > g . 
The result for the Spin (n) is also easily obtained by making use of the following 
p-equivalences ([7]) : 
Spin(2n + 1) N Sp(n), 
P 
Spin(2n) N Spin(2n - 1) x S2"- ‘. 
1’ 
(II) The exceptional case. 
This is the essential part of the proof. 
Let us consider the complex K,(G) which is associated with G and defined as follows: 
TABLE 1 
G P K,(G) 
G 5 
p27 
F4 5 
7 
11 
p213 
& 5 
7 
11 
p213 
& 11 
13 
17 
p219 
ES 11 
13 
17 
19 
23 
29 
p231 
Bl(5) 
s3 x S” 
B,(5) x B45) 
B,(7) x&(7) 
B,(ll) x S” x S” 
s3 x S” x S’S x P 
B,(5) x B.45) x B,(5) 
B,(7) x B47) x S9 x S” 
&(ll) x s9 x S” x P5 x S17 
s x s9 x S” x S’S x As” x P 
Bl(11) x B,(ll) x S” x S19 x S” 
B1(13) x B&3) x S” x Si9 x Sz3 
B&7) x S” x S15 x S19 x Sz3 X Sz7 
s3 x S” x S’S x S’9 x sz3 x s=’ x s3= 
B,(ll) x B&l) x B13(11) x Bdll) 
B,(l3) x B,(l3) x B11(13) x BIT (13) 
B,(17) x B417) x B13(17) x Sz3 x Sz9 
B1(19) x B11(19) x S” x S” X SJ5 X S- 
B,(23) x B,(23) x Sz3 x S” x S3” X S39 
B1(29) x S15 x Sz3 x S=7 x S3’ x S39 X S4’ 
S3 x S’S x 5-3 x SZ7 x s= x s- x S4’ x ss9 
Then by Theorem 3 of [18] and by Theorem 3.2 in Section 3 we have the following: 
LEMMA 4.3. The homotopy group &K,(G)) h as a direct summand Z in each dimension 
i, where i is the dimension of the primitive generator of H*(G:Z,). The p-torsion of 
zi(Kp(G)) is given as follows: 
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TABLE 2. n,(Kp:(GZ)) 
\ 
others 
pi 14 18 22 for i<26 
5 0 ZP 0 0 
7 ZP 0 ZP 0 
11 0 0 ZP 0 
TABLE 3. q(Kp(F4)) 
\ 
others 
p i 18 26 30 for i< 34 
5 z, z, q.2 0 
7 0 z, 0 0 
II 0 0 z, 0 
13 0 z, 0 0 
TABLE 4. n,(K,(E,)) 
\ 
others 
p i 18 20 24 26 28 30 for i<32 
5 z, 0 z&l, z, 0 zp, 0 
7 0 z, 0 z, z, 0 
11 0 0 0 0 z, z” 0 
13 0 0 0 z, 0 0” 0 
~____ _ 
TABLE 5. v&(E,)) 
\ 
others 
p i 30 38 for i<42 
__- 
11 ZP ZP 0 
13 0 ZP 0 
17 0 0 0 
19 0 ZP 0 
TABLE 6. ST&,(&)) 
\ 
others 
p i 42 50 54 62 66 70 74 78 fori< 
11 z, 0 z,, 
:;: 0 z, 0 0 
z, 
19 0 ZP 0 
23 0 0 0 
29 0 0 0 
;: 0 0 0 
z- ZP2 0 z,, zp, 0 
z,* 0 Z 0 
0 z, ? 0” iP2 0 
Z, 0 z; z,, 0 0 
0 ZP ZP 0 ZP 0 
0 0 ZP 0 ZP 0 
ZP 0 0 ZP 0 0 
0 0 0 ZP 0 0 
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In general we may put 
K,(G) = os~skW~) x n S’“‘+ ‘, 
k<jlm 
where I = m + k is the rank of G and c ni is the dimension of G and we regard B,,,(p) as a 
1 
point if i = 0. 
It is sufficient o prove the following: 
(*) There exist maps 
fi: B,,(P) + G, llilk 
and 
gj: S*“j+’ + G, k<j<m 
such that fi* and gj* are epimorphisms of the cohomology with Z,-coeficients, since the 
map A:&(G) -+ G defined by A(t,, tz, . . . , &n) = f&) * * * fkctk) ’ gk+ &k+ 1) . * . %nhn) 
induces the isomorphisms 
and hence 
A*:H*(G; ZP) + H*@&(G); ZP) 
K,(G) N G. 
P 
We will prove (*) by mathematical induction on the skeleton of K,(G): 
(*, r) (*) is true for the t-skeleton of B,,(p) andfor the t-skeleton of SnJ+l. 
For this we divide into the following four cases: 
(i) there exists such a number i, 1 I i I m, that t + 1 = 2ni + 1 holds; 
(ii) there exists such a number i, 1 I i 5 k, that t + 1 = 2ni + 2p - 1 holds; 
(iii) there exists such a number i, 1 5 i I k, that t + 1 = 4n, + 2p holds; 
(iv) the other case. 
Case (i) or (ii). For simplicity we put 
K, = 1 rIQ%,(P)Y x k<yI_wnJ+lYt) 
where (B (p))“) (or (S 2”J+1)(t)) denotes the t-skeleton of B,,(p) (or of S”J+‘). Let F:K, + G be 
the map “which is obtained by maps of (*, t) and by multiplication in G. Then the induced 
homomorphisms 
F*:H*(G; Zp) + H*(K,; Z& 
are epimorphisms. By the mapping-cylinder argument we may suppose that F:K, + G is the 
inclusion map. Then we have 
0 i<t+l 
H’(G, K,; Z,) E Z, i=t+l 
0 i=t+2. 
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Therefore we get the C,-isomorphism 
(4.3) zt+ ,(G, K,) E 2 (modulo C,). 
Let K:(E’+‘, S’) -+ (G, KJ be a representative of the generator. Put h = fiI S’:S -+ Kt. 
Then F can be extended to Kt U e’+’ --f G, since F,(h) = 0 by definition. We denote the 
extension by F:K, U e’+’ + G. ihen 
h 
is an isomorphism for i I t + 1. Note that E can be so chosen that a certain multiple of 
{h} belongs to n,(K,:p). Here the values of t are as follows: 
F*: H'(G; Z,) + H’(K, U e’+‘; Zp) 
h 
TABLE 7 
G t 
G 2,lO 
F4 2,10,14,22 
(4.4) E6 2,8,10,14,16,22 
E7 2,10,14,18,22,26,34 
El7 2,14,22,26,34,38,46,58 
By Lemma 3.1, z,(KJG):p) = 0 for these values of t. Hence we have i,(h) = 0 for 
i, :n,(K,) -+ z,(K,,(G)). Therefore {h} belongs to the image of 
a :n, + ,(&(G),K) -+ jM0. 
The lowest dimensional cell in K,(G) - Kt is e’+’ and there are no (t + 2)-dimensional 
cells in K,(G) - K,. In the case (i) e’+’ = S2”jf1 - *. In the case (ii) SZni+l U e’+’ is the 
(t + 1)-skeleton of B_(p). So in the case (i) {h} = 0, since a is trivial. Thus 
K,U~‘+‘EK,VS’+’ 
h 
and FI S”l = gj is the required map. 
On the other hand, in case (ii), we have that 
{h} = x - i,cc,(2ni + 1) with x E Z,, 
where i, : zt(Szni+l) --f n,(K,). By the naturality of 9” for the homomorphism F* we get that 
p1 # () in H*(S2”‘+l U et+‘; 
h’ 
Z,) with {h’} = x * cr,(2n, + 1). Therefore, replacing fi again, 
we may take 
{h) = i,crl(2ni + 1) and {h’} = a,(2ni + 1) 
so that K, U e’+’ = 
h 
K, U (Bn,(p))cf+‘). The required map is FI B,,(p) =fi. 
Case (iii). It is sufficient to show that any map f:S’“+’ U e2”+‘pd1 + G, (a, = 
a,(2n + l)), can be extended tof:B,,(p) --) G, where (B,(p))“) = S2”” e2n+2p_l 
Y - 
Let BG be the classifying space of G. We have the following commutative diagram where 
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i.SZn+l 
Ue 2n+2p-1 -+ G is the inclusion and b = [z~~+~, /2n+2] 0 &,(4n + 3) (cf. Proposi- 
tion 2.1)“’ 
To show the extendability offit is sufficient to prove that 
(4.5) i*: [B,(p), G] -+ 
[ 
S2”+’ IJ e2n+2p-1, G 
I 
is epimorphic. 
W,,(p): W = C&(P), Gl 
I ! 
i* i* 
i’* 
cs 
‘“+‘, fjG] - [S2”+2 U e’“+‘p, BG] g [S’“+’ 
a, Y 
e2n+2P-1, G] 
(tCz2”+2, rz,+zn* 
I 
8’ 
[s4”+:, BG, or1(4n+3): [s4n+Z, BG, 
II 
=4n+dW ~4:+2pW 
II? II? 
a,C4n+Z)* 
n4n+2(G) --+ n4n+2p-1(G) 
t t 
fb F* 
or,(4n+2)* 
n4n+22(Kt) - X4n+2p-1(Kt) 
To prove (4.5) it is sufficient to show that p* is trivial. Since Fe : x~~+~(KJ -+ n4,,+ 2(G) is 
a C,-isomorphism by (*, t) with t = 4n + 2p - 1, it is sufficient to show that 
(**) g,(4n + 2)*(%+z(Kf)) = 714.+2(Kt) ' a,(4n + 2) = O* 
Note that c(,(412 + 2)* is a homomorphism and that it kills the primary components 
other than p, since a,(4n + 2) is a suspension element. 
TABLE 8 
(4.6) G P 4n+2 
G, 5 
F4 5 
I 
11 
Eb 5 
7 
11 
El 11 
13 
11 
FS 11 
13 
17 
19 
23 
29 
6 
6,30, 
6322, 
6, 
6,18,30 
6722, 
6, 
6,309 
6.22, 
6, 
6,30,54,78, 
6,30,46,70, 
6,30,54, 
6,463 
6,30; 
6. 
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4n + 2 = 6,30,46 for G = Es, we 
have that n 4,,+2(K:P) = n 4,+2(K:p) = 0 and hence we get (**). So we are left to prove (M) 
for the following cases: 
TABLE 9 
G P 4n + 2 
(A) E5 5 18 
(B) & 11 30 
ES 17 54 
(0 63 11 54 
& 
13 70 
(D) 5 30 
E8 11 78 
Case (A). By definition K, = B,(p) x (Sg U e17) x (S1’ U ez3). Then it is easily seen 
a1 0, 
that the homomorphism 
~1S(~I(P):P) -+%(KYJ) 
is epimorphic. Therefore we get (**), since 
~,,(B,(P):P) 0 cM9 = ~,,(B,(P):P) = 0 by [181. 
Case (B). By definition we have that 
K, = B,(ll) x (S15 U e35) x S” x S” x S27 for G = E, . 
K, = B,(17) x B,(17)Z (S27 U e5’) x S23 x 99 for G = E, . 
oL1 
In the following let 2m + 1 = 11 and 23 for G = E, and Es respectively. Then it is easily seen 
that the homomorphism i, : Q,,+~(S~“+‘. .p)-+‘/r,,+,(K,:p) is an isomorphism. Then (w) 
follows from the fact that ~c~,,+~(S”“+’ :p) 0 c(,(4n + 2) c 714n+2p-1(S2m+1 :p>= 0 (see [17]). 
Case (C). By definition we have that 
K, = B,(Il) x B,(ll) x ( oL, e47) x (S39ye59) forp=ll, s27 u 
K, = B,(13) x B,(13) x B,,(13) x ( “,e”) s forp=13. 
ln the following let m = 7 and 11 forp = 11 and 13 respectively. Then one can easily see that 
i*:714n+2(B,(P):P)r714n+2(Kt:P). 
I’hen we get (**) from x~,,+~~-,(B,,,(P):P) = 0 (Theorem 3.2). 
Case (D). By definition we have that 
K,=B,(5)x (S15ye2’) for G= F,, 
K,=B,(5)xB4(5)x (S’“ie”‘) for G=E,, 
K,=B,(11)xB7(11)xB,,(11)x (S3’&je5’) forG=E,. 
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In the following let m = 7, 7 and 19 for G = F4, Es and E, respectively. We put 
L=SZm+lU $m+2p-1 = (&(p))“‘. 
01 
Then it is easily seen that 
i,: =4n+2 WP) --, ~4,+2W,:P) 
is an isomorphism and that the generator of n4n+2 (L:p) is represented by a coextension a 
a,(2m + 2p - 2). By Proposition 1.8 of [17], the group x~,,+~(L:~) 0 cr,(4n + 2) is generates 
by 
i,{c1,(2m + 1), a,(2m + 2p - 2), ~1,(4n + 1)}, 
which is obviously trivial, since this Toda bracket belongs to n2m+l +6p_s(S2”+’ :p) = C 
Thus we get (**). 
Case (iv). This case is easy. In fact (*, t) implies (*, t + 1), since the t-skeleton is th 
same as the (t + 1)-skeleton in this case. Q.E.l 
Let G be a compact, connected, simply connected simple Lie group. Then as a corollar: 
of the above theorem we get 
COROLLARY 4.4. G is quasi p-regular if and only if both of the following statements ar, 
satisfied: 
(a) it has no p-torsion; 
(b) it has no primitive element of degree 4p - 1. 
Suppose G is quasi p-regular and 
H*(G; 2,) z A(x, @x1, . . . , xk, .9’lxk, x~+~, . . . , xl+) 
where 1 is the rank of G and dim xi = 2n, + 1. Put 
K,(G) = B,,(p) x ... x B,,(p) x S”“‘+l+l x *** x Sznz-“+‘. 
Then we get 
THEOREM 4.5. There exists a map A: K,(G) + G such that A induces C,-isomorphisms 
A, : n,&(G)) + zi(G) for all i, 
where C, is the class of abelian groups of order prime to p. 
Serre defined a prime to be regular for G if and only if G is p-equivalent to a product o 
spheres. 
Then it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.5 that 
p is regular for Sp(n) iffp>2n- 1 
p is regular for SU(n) iffp>n-1 
p is regular for Spin(n) iff p 2 n - 1 
p is regular for G2 iffp27 
p is regular for F4, Es iff p 2 13 
p is regular for E7 iffp 2 19 
p is regular for E, iffp 2 31. 
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Summing up these we get the following theorem due to Kumpel [ll] and Serre [15]. 
THEOREM 4.6. G is p-regular if and only ifp 2 SC - 1. 
$5. THE APPENDIX 
We list the p-equivalences for the exceptional Lie groups: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
B,(5) -+ G, 
S3 x S” -+ G, 
B,(5) x B,(5) -+ F, 
B,(7) x B,(7) + F, 
B,(ll) x S” x S15 + F, 
S3 x S” x S” x Sz3 + F 4 
B,(5) x B,(5) x B,(5)+ E, 
B,(7) x B,(7) x S9 x S” -+ E6 
B,(ll) x s9 x s” x s15 x S”‘E6 
S3 x S9 x S” x S15 x S” x Sz3 -+ E, 
B,(ll) x B,(li) x S” x S19 x Sz7+E7 
Br(13) x B,(13) x St5 x Sr9 x S23 -+ E, 
B,(17) x S” x Sr5 x S19 x S23 x S2’ + E, 
S3 x S” x S15 x S19 x S23 x S2’ x S3’+E7 
B,(ll) x B,(il) x B,,(ll) x B,,(ll)+ Es 
B,(13) x B,(13) x I&,(13) x B,,(13) + ES 
8,(17) x B,(17) x B,,(17) x S23 x Sj9 -+ E, 
I-3,(19) x B,,(19) x S15 x S2’ x S35 x S4’ -+ E, 
B,(23) x B,(23) x S23 x S2’ x Sj5 x S39 + E, 
8,(29) x S15 x S23 x S2’ x S35 x S39 x S4’ + E, 
: 5-equivalent 
: p-equivalent for p 2 7 
: 5-equivalent 
: 7-equivalent 
: 1 l-equivalent 
: p-equivalent for p 2 13 
: 5-equivalent 
: 7-equivalent 
: 1 l-equivalent 
: p-equivalent for p 2 13 
: 1 l-equivalent 
: 13-equivalent 
: 17-equivalent 
: p-equivalent for p 2 19 
: 1 l-equivalent 
: 13-equivalent 
: 17-equivalent 
: 19-equivalent 
: 23-equivalent 
: 29-equivalent 
s3 x s15 x s23 x s2’ x s35 x s39 x s4’ x s59 -+ E, : p-equivalent for p 2 31 
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